Item 1: In Game Scoring; Asterisk (*) represents a RBI and a Checkmark (✓) a Run scored:

Lower left under Ryan BRAUN is 2 for 2 with 2 Home Runs. The first HR was a solo Home Run (as represented by the single asterisk to the left of the *HR). His second At Bat was a 2-Run Home Run (as represented by the two asterisks **HR). The Check Mark ✓ to the right of the HR✓ signifies a Run scored.

Item 2: Current Batter for both Visiting and Home Teams are highlighted in Yellow. On some PC Screens the Highlighting of the current batters was faint and hard to see.
Item 3: The addition of the playing boards; Sacrifice Play, Hit and Run, Advanced Pitcher Chart and the definition of the Pitching Symbols (Z, W, V, X, Y, G, H, I, L, M, N, DP+, DP-) are included under the Options & Rules Sub Tab labeled Boards:

Item 4: The addition of a Player Transaction Tab labeled Transactions where players can be moved from one team to another based on a Date. There are two videos on the Web Site explaining how this new feature works along with a Transactions sub Tab under the Options & Rules Tab:

Also, the existing Demo is updated to include all of the prior updates through the current version 1.0.0.5b.